Geography - children to identify countries involved in the war on a map and identify different
areas of the UK which were bombed and which
were areas where children were evacuated to.

R.E. - during the autumn term, children will be learning
about aspect of Hinduism including learning about what
Hindu’s believe about God, how and why Hundu’s worship
at home and in the mandir and how they express meaning
through festivals.

Music—children will learn about singing during this top-

Art—children will be working on pencil control,
shading and technique and will build up to work
on silhouettes linked to this terms topic.

Computing - computing will be taught cross
curricular this term through a range of other subjects. This term will focus on developing presentation skills

P.E. - children will be learning basic moves from popular
WWII dances such as the lindy hop which they will then
take to create their own dance. Children will also be put
through their paces in an army boot camp (circuit training).

Maths –children will spend time looking in depth
at a range of mathematical concepts from areas
such as number and place value, the four calculation methods and fractions.

Outdoor Learning—Outdoor learning will be
led by the children this term and their interests
and so will be planned as and when an area of
interest is shown.

ic. They will be learning about breathing control and will
apply this to practising for both the harvest and Christmas
services. They will also be learning about the different
parts to a choir and harmonies.

Who showed the most
courage during the
Second World War?

P.S.H.C.E. - children will focus on new beginnings
at the beginning of the autumn term and will move
onto looking at the idea of ‘growth mindset’ and how
they can apply this idea in the classroom.

History - Research life during World War 2 and how
key events changed the British way of life. Look at the
factors to why war broke out, how evacuees felt, the home
front, the changing roles of women, the impact of rationing
and the Blitz.

Languages—children will begin learning basic
German.

English—All children will cover a range of poetry,

Science—Year 3 will learn about animals including

fiction and non-fiction writing. Year 3 will be completing
work based on the BFG including adventure stories and
biographies. Years 4,5 and 6 will be writing newspaper
reports and stories based on life during World War Two.

humans, including skeletons and muscles and will discuss what is meant by a healthy diet. Years 4,5 and
6 will discuss materials and their properties.

